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s urro und i ng e n viron me n tal pre ssu re s. Wh ile doin g so, it sh ifts from c u rre n t an d pa s t
examp l es of me c h an ic al approac h e s of adaptation , towards biologic al paradigms of
s eaml es s mate rial in te gration .
Looking at biological mechanisms of growth and focusing on the material make-up
behind them, the research proposes the exploration of material systems in a two-fold
interrelated manner: firstly, through passive material systems of variable elasticity, and
secondly through the embedment of smart materials with shape-changing properties. The
combination of the two is aiming at architectural systems of functional versatility.
Through an interdisciplinary approach, the paper examines the following questions: Is
it possible to envisage structures that share the principles of adaptation and response
of living organisms? What are the technological challenges faced when designing selfactuated responsive interfaces? Which is the conceptual framework for understanding and
investigating complex adaptive and responsive systems?
By exploring and synthesizing theories and tools from material science, bioengineering and
cybernetics the aim is to inform architectural interfaces able to enhance interconnectivity
between the man-made and the natural. Focusing on the self-organization of material
systems the intention is to suggest architectural interventions, which become subsystems of their ecological milieu. The emphasis therefore is placed not on architectural
formalism, but on how we can define synthetic environments through constant exchanges
of energy, matter and information.
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1

I n trodu c tion : Ma te r ia l I n te r re la tions

Material advancements present an opportunity to rethink architecture as part of its
environment. They offer the opportunity to integrate adaptation and response in
autonomous material systems, able to anticipate environmental forces and respond to
them through their material interrelations, and embedded dynamic capability. Likewise
in natural systems where properties change through a seamless material deposition,
the focus is not on the articulation of disparate elements but on continuous material
systems that, through their intrinsic properties, can anticipate both a stable adaptation
towards structural integrity as well as exhibiting dynamic response to extrinsic stimuli. The
study initiates by exploring the combination of polymer composites and shape-changing
materials; materials able to change their shape in response to environmental stimuli
(temperature, moisture, pressure, etc.). Polymers of different hardness and elasticity are
able to contribute to the passive response of the system and its structural integrity, while
smart shape changing materials on the microclimatic modulation of the system as well as
its spatiotemporal reconfigurations.
Materiality can become the driving force of morphogenetic processes “from within the
materials rather than being imposed from the outside to an inert matter” (Delanda 1995).
This approach comes closer to the concept of the “machinic phylum”, the idea that all
structures, whether natural or artificial, are indeed different expressions of a matter-energy
relationship that behaves dynamically (DeLanda 1995).
The interest lies in the qualities that matter brings about, in relation to the energies that
activate it, and which cannot be reduced back to its constituent components. While
mechanical systems are being comprised by disparate elements such as sensors,
processors, microcontrollers and actuating units, heterogeneous and anisotropic material
systems comprise holistic systems whose parts cannot be deduced from the whole. The
first example defines non-autonomous systems whose “components are produced by
processes, independent of their organization and their operation” (Maturana and Varela
1980), while in the proposed example the components are integral to the system and
cannot be abstracted without the system losing its identity. “The interactions among
constituents of the system, and the interaction between the system and its environment,
are of such a nature that the system as a whole cannot be fully understood simply by
analyzing its components. This is usually referred to as emergent properties” (Cilliers
1998). The material self-organization provokes the generation of systems that shift from
the paradigm of the central control system. It proposes a distributive model of local
control, where components communicate with each other through proximity, bonding and
geometrical configuration.
But what does a responsive system entail? There are certain attributes that apply to
different types of dynamic interfaces and those can be summarized to climatic comfort,
spatial flexibility and functional plurality. Attributes stemming from responsive systems
based on material interrelations can furthermore promote sustainability due to their intrinsic
energy-harvesting qualities. They are capable of exhibiting direct, immediate and local
response

to activating stimuli, obtaining a phenotypically gradient phase-change due

to local pressure differentials. The latter as well as new haptic qualities, add to the new
aesthetics that material intelligent systems can promote. Haptic qualities and aesthetics
become derivatives of a system whose formation is interrelated to structure, performance,
functionality, and spatiality, all embedded in seamless interfaces.
2

B iology a n d B iomime tic s: Con c e pts and To o l s

Approaching architecture as a changing element over time caused by environmental
stimuli can be associated with natural processes of adaptation. Nature is a source of
integrated design; there is no linear sequence of events that make up a tissue, an organ,
or an organism, but a constant feedback loop between form, performance, and materiality
(Doumpioti, Greenberg and Karantzas 2010). The fields of biomimetic and biomechanical
engineering, which are gaining more ground in current interdisciplinary approaches, can
assist in the understanding and implementation of bio-inspired applications through new
material innovations and by means of computational analysis and simulation techniques.
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Fig. 1

2.1

ADAPTATION, RESPONSE AND HOMEOSTATIC MECHANISMS

The composition of natural materials and the principles governing tissue architecture can
become a viable input in the making of architectural material systems of non-linear elasticity.
Natural systems are being comprised by few material components, which can be abstracted to
two main types: fibers and matrices. The combination of the two yields a significant range of
varying modulus structures. The same collagen fibres are used in low-modulus highly extensible
structures such as blood vessels, intermediate-modulus tissues such as tendons, and high
modulus rigid materials such as bone (Jeronimidis 2004). In organisms like the echinoderms
“the cross-linking in the collagenous connective tissue is labile, allowing it to change from a stiff
composite to a viscous liquid” (Vincent 2000). Differentiation in moduli is a phenomenon that
can be met in one and the same structure allowing variations in their mechanical properties.
In achieving material variability within a continuous composite system, the current research
aims at utilizing computational simulations of shape optimization. This process which has been
described as a “digital simulation of biological adaptive growth” creates a pattern along the
structurally analysed system, exhibting ranges of stress concentrations (Mattheck 1998). The
stress concentrations relate to the range of material needed when specific loads are being
applied. The interpretation of the stress diagram on the analysed system can change according
to the design objectives. It can be related to subtraction and addition of building materials, or it
can lead to a gradient differentiation of material densities, hardnesses or mechanical directional
properties (Figure 1).
The driving force of adaptation and response in living organisms are homeostatic mechanisms,
as they are responsible for the maintenance of steadiness of the internal environment of a body.
They are related to the capacity of the system to retain its function and overall identity even
when there is undergoing disturbance. The connective tissue is a distinctive example of such
a process; it acts as a dynamic living system which is continually being remodelled to the end
of regulating tension in the fibres, by homeostatic agents called fibroblasts (Doumpioti 2010).
Thus, variable modulus modelling can be examined as part of a homeostatic process, which
defines the adaptation, and dynamic response of the proposed system as part of its niche - the
domain of interaction of its components.
Material deposition, material chemistry, movement, and modulus-variability - aspects that this
research is dealing with in proposing alternative dynamic architectures - are all interrelated,
triggered by mechanisms of adaptive growth. Bringing that to digital and physical design, we
need to find out the nature of homeostatic agents, capable of constructing artificial environments.
Natural systems are too complex to understand the synergistic relationship of all variables,
which contribute to their existence and maintenance, but extracting simple material relations
and identifying the valuable agents that bring into existence certain responses can influence in
a novel way the realization of artificial autonomous systems.
Figure 1. Shape Optimization on a cantilevered
beam, using Finite Element Analysis

At the scale of the material system, agents of homeostasis can be related to one or more
specific functions. The example of shape optimization mentioned before, works in this way;
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Fig. 2

analysis of stress concentrations can inform the local alteration of materiality by altering locally
the elastic modulus of the material and its shape. In this sense, local stress concentrations act
as homeostatic agents.
3

Material Specificities, Experimentation and Effects

When designing with materials characterized by multiple and abstract sets of properties, it
is rather difficult and probably inadequate to approach formation and materialization by its
end result. Form, therefore, arises as part of a synergistic relationship of material thresholds
and design objectives. The initial question therefore might be ‘what are the properties and
thresholds of those materials?’ but the importance thereafter lies not in what they are, but
what they do. Those two questions trigger a cyclical process of understanding material
properties through their resultant performance at a system’s level.
The material properties that this research is exploring are multi-layered, they deal both with the
“physical behavior” of the system as well as its “phenomenological behavior” (Addington and
Schodeck 2005). The first layer deals with the internal structure, and composition; it identifies
the properties of individual materials as well as the combination and interrelation of them in
terms of mechanical properties, structural integrity and shape changing. The second layer,
implicit in the first one through material choices, is related to the evaluation of the phenotype
of the system according to the design intentions. The design framework negotiates different
parameters both independently and relationally, spanning between different objectives, from
the micro to the macro-scale, from intrinsic to extrinsic (in relation to stimuli) and from ‘what
it is’ to ‘what it does’.
A set of different parameters is being explored, having as an overall design objective the creation
of a multi-performative mediating surface. A surface, which through its morphology and folding,
is envisaged as a transitional skin that can either stand between two differentiated environments
(facade) or can itself differentiate energy fields (partition). Depending on each one of those
roles, its functionality can vary from thermal barrier, to weather enclosure, to natural ventilation,
and to solar glare controller. The surface does not act as a static boundary of demarcation, but
as a dynamic transient zone of energy flow and lighting gradients (Figure 2).
The material properties of the envisaged dynamic and variable modulus material structure are
traced back to their constitutive components, which are polymers and shape memory materials
and their combinatorial properties. Shape memory materials are characterized by their ability to
undergo phase transition without losing their physical state when an input of thermal energy or
electrical current acts on them. This is achieved through a two state molecular re-arrangement:
a relatively soft and deformable state (martensite) and a more rigid one (the austenite). The two
states, which can be pre-set by the designer, will define the multiple shape changes inbetween,
related to direct temperature differentials. The material can bend and straighten, twist and untwist
(nitinol alloys), contract and expand (flexinol alloys). They can be designed to have an actuation
temperature of 30 degrees Celsius, a temperature easily achieved through direct solar contact.
The response is thereby the result of the synergy between energy and material processed
information while the ambient temperature can be visualized by the transient phase change.

Figure 2. Instances of mediating surface and
constituent material components
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4

In order to explore different topological deformations, which are not restricted by shape
setting, one-way super-elastic alloys, as well as a specific one-way shape memory polymer
(SMP) were chosen for this stage of experimentation. Phase transformation is achieved
through mechanically induced stress application at a high temperature. When the material
is deformed and cooled it only reverts back to its pre-set straightened shape upon heat or
electricity application (Figure 3). This allows a variation of deformations within the range of
the composite tolerances and gives an insight of the treatment that will be conducted at
a later stage, when super-elastic alloys will be replaced by two-way shape memory alloys
and/ or shape memory polymers. The replacement will give the opportunity of realizing an
autonomous system, able to transform only by heat differentials without any mechanical
induction.
The alloys’ performance and behaviour is only evaluated when embedded in flexible
polymers. Different polymers are being tested according to thickness and flexibility as well
as their bonding to other stiffer polymers (Figure 4). Shape-optimization technique will be
utilised as a means of calibrating the types of polymers and their position within the system,
as well as the distribution of shape changing materials. Since those materials are directly
linked with the desired porosity, their distribution along the surface will be related to the
least stress concentrated areas.
The trial-and-error process of the first set of experiments are valuable in redefining the
geometry of the apertures, in choosing the appropriate polymers according to malleability
and bonding with the alloys, in selecting the right thickness in proportion to the overall
dimensions and the deformability of the alloys.
3.1

MATERIAL COMPUTATION

Bringing together all the parameters involved in the generation of material responsive
Figure 3. Operands, operators and phase
transformations using super-elastic alloys and SMP
Figure 4. Variables informing first set of material
experiments at the scale of individual tiles

systems, necessitates a design framework able to communicate and evaluate the outcomes
from each design stage. Computational tools acquire an integral role in design by establishing
a feedback between generation and analysis in search of coherent configurations within the
range of versatile parameters. An entire catalogue of input data and responses can be
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created which display the possible changes in performance to be achieved and help in
selecting the appropriate solution for the existing environmental data.
Initially, form-finding parametric techniques allow the breeding of a variety of designs
which all comply with the range of material thresholds as observed in physical mock-ups.
Finite element analysis is informing the design in its morphogenetic process (topology
optimization) and consequently serves as analysis tools for its structural evaluation as well
as simulation tools for dynamic material behaviour anticipation. The iterative evaluation
process is an operative element which acts as a decision making tool in search of coherent
configurations. This process is open-ended requiring more inputs and more analyses
related to the phenotypical aspects of the design objectives, such as air-flow movement
and temperature differentials.
In terms of fabrication, selective deposition modeling might prove to be the most appropriate
technique, which although not yet cost-effective, creates an immediate transition between
digital and physical models. The set-up of a circulatory process of digital and physical
design and fabrication, and the interrelation between data gathering, calculations and
testing is a non-linear process, which can be enhanced by a trans-disciplinary set-up.
4

A Syste ms Th e or y Fr a me wor k for Respo nsi ve M ateri al Systems

Systems theory assists in understanding, defining, working and relating the behaviour of the
systems under exploration and contextualizing them as part of their environment/niche, and
in a synergistic relationship with other systems. As Ashby refers (Ashby 1958), cybernetics
offer a single vocabulary which can “bring different branches of science into exact relation
with one another and provide the common language by which discoveries in one branch can
readily be made use of in the others.” Cybernetics was first termed by Norbert Weiner to
describe his vision for a unified science of control, communication, and computation in both
natural and artificial systems.
4.1

MATERIAL SYSTEM DEFINITION

From a system’s point of view the components can be classified as operands, operators, or
transformations, depending on their role within the system (Ashby 1958). The operand is the
component that the operator is acting on, and the transformation is what the operand is changed
to. Considering the example of the mediating surface, the operand is the surface itself (comprised
by the interrelation of different material properties), the ambient heat is the operator and the
transformation is the porosity alteration allowed by the shape-changing effect (Figure 3).
The transformation is closed when there is no new element being generated, and it is single-valued
when it converts each operand to only one transform . Such a system is called determinate. Since
the operand and transformation we are investigating lies in the material-system per se, and not
yet on its microclimatic impact (thermal analysis and airflow) or on the impact it may have to the
physiology of individuals, the system we are investigating is a closed and single-valued one; it is
a determinate system.
The material’s behaviour is observed as it changes from one state to the other at its own internal
drive. The parameters defining only the dynamic behaviour of the mediating wall, have being
scaled down to the properties of the components that comprise it: the material elasticity and
the thickness of the polymer where the alloys are embedded. By varying each time one of the
parameters, while keeping the other constant, the different ranges of porosity are being evaluated
according to deformability, bonding and structural integrity.
The shape-change of the system relies to a great extent on concurrent material advancements.
If sensing devices are to be added, the system would potentially respond to more than the heat
stimuli. However, the aim at this stage is to observe how heat can affect shape changing and
consequently air flow, lighting and visual openness. Shape memory alloys therefore, become the
receptors and effectors of the environmental stimuli while the ‘processing’ is being triggered by
the polymer’s properties (chemical, density, etc.) and its morphological configuration. In this sense
the design although seemingly top-down, negotiates material thresholds and capacities and is
being calibrated by evaluating the outcome: porosity alteration and environmental modulation.
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Fig. 5

4.2

COUPLING SYSTEMS

The coupling of systems is a fundamental aspect of systems theory. “Two or more can be coupled
to form one machine; and any one machine can be regarded as formed by the coupling of its
parts, which can themselves be thought of as small sub-machines” (Ashby 1958). Nature is such a
paradigm of subsystems joined together to form larger systems, and that goes on from the nano- to
the micro- to the macro-scale (i.e. from cells to tissues, to organs, to organisms, and to ecologies).
In nature one of the phenomena that corresponds to the feedback model is that of homeostasis,
which was described previously as the mechanism responsible for the maintenance of balance
within the system, “steering” the system “toward a desired goal” (Bertalanfy 1968). In cybernetics
the concept of homeostasis is being referred to as autopoiesis (Maturana and Varela 1980), which
means self-making. “An autopoietic system is stable through its (dynamic) ability to keep on making
itself anew. And while it is open to information, its organization remains closed” (Glanville 2003).
Going back to the description of cybernetics as communication and control it can be said that
communication is what relates the system to its external niche while control is referring to its internal
structure. Hence, an autonomous system is not defined as open or closed but as open and closed.
Architectural interventions seen as systems can become more complex both intrinsically to their
very nature as well as by coupling them to other systems and defining them thereby as part of their
ecological milieu. The output therefore of one system becomes the input of the next one and so
on, without any of the systems losing their “individual natures”. This research aims at defining the
variables of material system and feedback relations between more systems for the generation of the
cyclic process of input-output relationships that can yield better interconnectivity between the built
environment and users as well as enhance sustainability (Figure 5). The question once again is not
what the system is (open, closed, autonomous, etc.) but mostly what does it bring about and how its
behaviour affects and is being affected by its niche towards more resilient environments.
The aesthetics of a cyclic overall system stem from connections and shifting variables, it is the
aesthetics that emerge from patterns of substances, energies, and information rather than ‘green
aesthetics’ imposed from an anticipated formalism of green architecture. Sustainability needs to be
integral to the system and the variables that comprise it.
5

Epi l o g ue

The fields investigated in this paper spanning from biology, bio-engineering, material science
Figure 5. System definition - The current approach
is ‘a simple system’ one

and new technologies and their particular concepts, tools and findings, have the potential
of redefining architectural approaches on dynamic, responsive and interactive systems.
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Examining how material systems can inform adaptive and responsive architecture, poses
many questions from the level of the material articulation to the level of its behaviour and
impact as a socio-dynamic system. Cybernetics offers a framework of integration of these
concepts and understandings through circulatory relationships of sub-systems. While the
main focus of this paper was on the interrelations at the material level of a system,
the general aim remains the conceptualization of a network of systems. Computational
simulation tools and associative modeling offer the opportunity to methodologically
implement through a transdisciplinary context, reciprocal interactions and exchanges of
matter and energy.
While establishing new correlations of subsystems and defining their variables, there
are certain questions that are being posed: How can the coupling of systems promote
resiliency? Which are the byproducts and outputs that can serve as inputs for responsive
systems? What could material dynamic architectural systems entail for the users and the
individuals? Which are the quantitative and most importantly the qualitative characteristics
that could promote a new understanding of the built environment; one that would touch
upon physiological needs but also psychological ones, and that would enhance as well as
redefine already established boundaries?
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